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Ever since it started we have all of us been seeking that

elusive thing called "The Truth about the War" - and although we are

never likely to find it - for even our children's children will

probably distrust their history books - some few immutable

principles may even now be uncovered amid the debris of dispute.

There is an old map on my desk - and because it is an old one -

wherever the eye travels large red or red-bordered patches give mute

testimony to the pre-war might of the British Empire - its units every-

where linked by the thin radiating lines of shipping routes, to the

little Island from which those vast territories have sprung.

Geographically, the Island looks ridiculous as compared with its

giant progeny - it seems rather like a chicken which has benevolently
hatched out a nest of eagles - and yet that chicken - for all its tough

neck and stout heart - must now spread its protecting wings over the

younger members of its scattered brood. To achieve this miracle its

wings must grow and to be of any use they can only grow mechanically.

From this war of machinery, one slogan for survival has emerged

triumphant - for the words have already been written in letters of

blood across the world - "produce Machines or Perish". Time after

time the cry has gone up from the brave men of more than twelve

conquered nations - "We can fight, but we cannot fight machines with

our bare hands."

We know full well that any pygmy in a tank can beat up a

battalion with bayonets, and we have thus to our hand at any time we

care to use it the yardstick by which our chances of survival may be

measured, and that yardstick is our production of machines.

Lord Beaverbrook has told us about our own soaring machine

production, President Roosevelt has given us the astronomic figures

of the American programme. In these two messages is combined the most

heartening news of the war, for they reveal the foundations on which we

must build to victory. It seems as if we have at last rounded one

of the worst hairpin bends of the road, and can afford to take our
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eyes off it for a moment to look at such pleasant scenery as lies among the charms

and pitfalls around us.

Only last week in Northern Ireland, two great Democracies - the United

States and Great Britain - joined hand and forces across the Atlantic. A

Brotherhood in war of twenty-five years ago had been renewed, and in that wringing
of hands of old comrades, other reasons for wringing our hands or domestic linen

seemed to into insignificance - for the Yanks were with us once more, not

only the machines but the men themselves.

In an Island, a lot of sea mist can accumulate on your glasses in twenty-
five years, you don't recognise old friends quite so easily, they look strange -

or perhaps our sight is not as good as it was. Sometimes it helps to go back and

rely on memory for a bit.

I can remember in 1917 a bunch of young fellows who had come from America

for their first flying training in England, bursting into my Flight Office, cheery,

uncontrollable, without salute or introduction, other than the words, "Say,

boss, when do we fly?
"

When did they fly, or rather when didn’t they ?.

At first, we felt a bit inclined totake it out of them. We had already
been fighting a war for a long time, and we thought them cocksure, know-all and a

bit unmanageable.

Must I confess it? - We Instructors conspired to stunt them hard on

their first flights to cool them down - to let them know that all about flying

could not be learned from a text-book course in the U.S.A. More than once a

mechanic would emerge with sponge and bucket to greet a recently landed machine.

But we did not cool them down - we didn’t want to, for we had got to know and

respect them - to realise that we wanted to preserve, and not destroy, that thing

they had brought with them three thousand miles across the Atlantic -
the freedom of

thought and speech, and the grit and courage that lay behind it.

They made us feel stuffy, hide-bound, and almost mean. In three weeks

we were using American slang, in nine weeks we didn’t use it any more for they had

gone - every one of them a pilot.

I first had as a pupil young Paydon - a racing driver - to whom horizontal

speed on the track didn't mean a thing, and he climbed into the cockpit automatically

feeling with his foot for the accelerator.
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It seems fantastic now - for by modern standards of training it would

murder, suicide, or both - but my flying Log Book shows that I sent- "Lanky”

Paydon solo after just over one hour‘s instruction.

Perhaps there are older or younger editionsof Paydon, O’Hagan,

Carpenter, Foss or Jensen, over in Ulster at this minute — back to take
another dose of war flying - they have only to write or come and see me for

we have now not only the past to share but the future.

In that future we have two-thirds of the population of the world on our

side - we share three-fifths of the total steel production of this planet -

our racial valour is an axiom of history we are in fact short of only one

thing - the thing which went in the years that the locusts have eaten -

time.

We are short of time to get arms to Russia before the spring, time to

muster the strength to wipe Rommel out of Libya, and most of all, because of the

vast distances involved, time to reinforce the Far East where the fate of a

hemisphere hangs in thebalance.

Reinforcement, and above all, speed in reinforcement is the only key
with which we may seek to lock the opening door of Japan’s ambitions in the

Far East, and meanwhile we can only wait and hope, while the defenders of our

distant bastions cling on grimly in the face of a supercharged onslaught which

has all the pressure of ten years of hatred and preparation behind it.

Perhaps, when the last word comes to be written, a greater glory than

we knew will arise like a phoenix from the ashes of controversy which was

Malaya, and from the Bataan Peninsula - that little appendix no larger than

the Isle of Wight - where General McArthur with less than two divisions and a

handful of Filipino militia - hasstood alone - calmest cut off from any aid,

save that of his own indomitable courage. The Island of Corrigedor lies behind

him - a minature Gibraltar - and behind that the sea. When we think of

Singapore we should join it in our thoughts with Bataan.

Another perilous stroke is the Japanese thrust westwards and northwards

to Rangoon and the Burma Road. We must endeavour to hold Rangoon at all costs

for from it runs the main artery through which our great Ally China is

Sustained - for the Chinese, under the indomitable Chiang Kai-Shek, stand on

our left flank between the Japanese and the Burma Road itself. Through four

long years China has supported the full weight of Japanese aggression, and

although there are some who say that China was only used as a military training

ground by the Japanese for the greater
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war that was to come, this is not true. The Japanese poured an unceasing
stream to China - and as far as anyone can estimate they could go on pouring

indefinitely for as the ancient saying goes
- "China is a vast sea that

salts every river that flows into it."

In her three thousand years of civilised history China has absorbed more

nations without fighting, than most nations have absorbed by fighting. She

is almost like a sponge in her vastness of territory and population by
which the alien aggressor is absorbed, and instead of alienating the Chinese

becomes himself Chinese.

The Chinese Air Force was established in 1932 - appropriately enough

on American lines - and it prospered. In 1933 Italian planes were tried

andagain appropriately enough - they, and the factory set up to make them,
failed. By a strange coincidence when the Italians disappeared, so did

all the aerial photographs they had made of the country.

In their first debut against the Japanese in August, 1937, Chinese

pilots showed surprising skill and adaptability. They even essayed night
raids on Japanese positions and gun-boats at Shanghai with considerable

effect, and they continued to fight gamely until, outnumbered, most of their

best pilots were lost. Since then the Chinese Air Force has been re-equipped
at various times with Russian and American aircraft, and it is still a force

in being - in spite of the terrific punishment it has had to suffer.

In Libya, the tide of battle flows to and fro over the desert, making

the war in the Middle East more like a naval engagement than a land battle.

Inevitably, in the course, of this struggle, gains of territory elate us and

losses of territory depress us - but in the end, all this, manoeuvring of

forces is subordinate, so long as it achieves its ultimate object - the

destruction of Rommel’s Amy - and whether this is done at Tripoli or Sollum-

so long as it is well and truly done - the ultimate victory will be ours.

The only mental picture I can build up against this background of sand,

oil and blood is a composite one - not of the main battle but of isolated

incidents of gallantry, such as the Seventh Indian Brigade fighting its way

out of encirclement at Benghazi - the Army column which shot its way through

a regiment of tanks -
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the young fighter pilot shot down in the desert and rescued by a friend

who landed among enemy vehicles to save him.

You may think I am tending to deal in heroics rather than facts

tonight, but I believe the greatest facts in the world are the deeds

that men do - not the things they do them with or the success or

failure which is their environment. If the so-called facts are against

us, that is all the more reason to draw strength from almost the only

thing in war which is not contemptible - the human courage which goes

to the making of war.

The other day, from half a column of newspaper I learned that

"Catseye" Stephens - that prince among night fighters - had gone down in

an offensive patrol over enemy territory.

I felt on reading it as if a little light, that hadflickered

for a while against the blaring background of war, had suddenly gone out

and left no trace.

I knew "Catseye" Stephens - I have one of his reports in my

drawer describing a gallant night experiment with the coldaccuracy

of a railway timetable, and I want to give to him and all he represents

such obituary as I can.

I last saw him a few days ago in Eric Kennington ’s masterpiece

"Portrait of a Night Fighter", which hangs in the National Gallery.

The face is floodlit by the instrument panel lights for the

artist has captured something of the eerie atmosphere of night flying
- thefeeling of tenseness just before take off - the curious

elongated smoky-green eyes beneath upward arching brows, which gave.

Catseye his nickname, looking forward in a strange, unfocussed way

as if into infinity.

Three times on separate nights those eyes sought out and followed

to destruction two enemy night raiders, and once in a screaming dive

from twenty five thousand feet he swooped down nearly to the ground

- bursting an ear drum in the process - to get an enemy whose faint

shadow that mysterious sight had somehow sensed against the dim back-

ground of the earth five miles below.

The light which was McCudden, Ball, Mannock - and their successors

in the Air Chivalry of this war - will never go out. The loss of such

men is something more absolute even than the loss of a battle, for a

battle may be re-fought, but the great fighters of the air are re-born

only a few times in a generation. They are re-born because they have

something to pass on to flying posterity - not just a little light - but

a torch which even the humblest pupil sees on his first solo, and sees

again as he runs his sights over his first Hun, and sees yet again,

brighter every time, as his score mounts upwards towards the level of

these immortals.

Let us salute - not only a brave man in passing - but an ideal of

service which might have been handed down as a direct inheritance from

the Twelve Legions of Angels.

Goodnight
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